Introduction {#S0001}
============

With the promising evolution of nanotechnology, nano-scaled materials have been devoted to a wide range of applications including magnetics, photonics, catalysis, medicines, cosmetics, and pharmaceutics.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0004] Since the discovery of graphene, scientists have been paid special attention for two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials owing to their intriguing physiochemical characteristics and ultrathin morphology.[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0007] Therefore, recent studies focusing on 2D inorganic compounds as graphene analogs have extended in recent years.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] MXene, a new class of outstanding 2D materials including transition metal carbides or carbonitrides with several novel properties, has been synthesized by Gogotsi, Barsoum, and colleague.[@CIT0010]--[@CIT0014] MXenes can be synthesized by etching the A-element from the highly stacked MAX phases, in which M is an early transition metal such as Titanium (Ti), A is an A-group element, and X can be either C or N. Based on its ultrathin structure, MXene offers superior characteristics such as hydrophilic surface and outstanding physicochemical performance when compared to other 2D materials.[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0007] MXenes were explored in many promising applications such as ion sieving[@CIT0015] as well as energy conversions and storage.[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0020] In the biomedical field, Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ MXenes have been employed for several applications such as antibacterial,[@CIT0021] biosensors,[@CIT0022] and photothermal therapy.[@CIT0023] Moreover, MXene quantum dots have been prepared as biocompatible cellular imaging probe due to their extra small size and luminescence properties.[@CIT0024] It is noteworthy to mention that a unique photothermal agent based on ultrathin Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ MXene nanosheets displayed remarkable in vivo photothermal ablation of tumor cells using a mouse model in vivo.[@CIT0025]

Photothermal therapy (PTT) is considered as a noninvasive cancer therapy in which tumor cells killing is achieved using the heat produced upon nanocomposites exposure to the near-infrared radiation (NIR).[@CIT0026]--[@CIT0028] Light energy absorption by the PTT induces an electron excitation status inside the PTT agent atoms, which is followed by nonradiative energy relaxation. This process leads to a kinetic energy gaining, which results in the production of heat within the environment around the PTT agents.[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0031] Heat-associated thermal energy induces the damage of several cell structural components including proteins and membranes eventually lead to the death of cells within the tumor area.[@CIT0032] In this context, because of their unique optical properties, noble metals such as gold (Au) and silver (Ag) exhibit a well-known photo-physical phenomenon called localized surface plasmon resonance, which contributes to enhancing their intrinsic photo-absorption characteristics.[@CIT0033]--[@CIT0036] For this reason, they can be functionalized as image-guided photothermal cancer therapy[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038] or PTT agents due to their propensity to generate hyperthermia in tumor cells when irradiated with a laser light.[@CIT0039]--[@CIT0041] Akin to Au- and Ag-structured nanoparticles, Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ (MXene) nanocomposites, having transition metal element (titanium), exhibit a strong NIR absorption as well as subsequent light-to-heat conversion property resulting in photon-induced hyperthermia. Indeed, the exfoliated ultrathin MXene nanosheets, like other transition metal dichalcogenides such as titanium sulfide (TiS~2~), tungsten sulfide (WS~2~), and molybdenum sulfide (MoS~2~),[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043] exhibit semimetal-like band energy structure, and so, they offer the local surface plasmon resonance effect and counted as promising PTT agents similar to metal nanoparticles.[@CIT0025]

Although both MXenes and Au nanostructures are recognized as powerful PTT agents,[@CIT0023] they can be further engineered by the addition of magnetite iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe~3~O~4~ NPs) to act as magnetic carriers directed to a specific target by the effect of a magnetic field.[@CIT0044] In this work, two Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ (MXene)-based nanocomposites (Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) have been chemically synthesized to investigate their potential application as photothermal therapy agents after the integration of Au and Fe~3~O~4~ NPs to Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ nanosheets. In particular, the integration of magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ NPs was applied to add the advantage of a tumor-targeted therapy and thus avoid drugs leakage to the normal tissues. In addition, as a further step toward the potential in vivo application of our newly synthesized compounds, we also evidenced their safety using the zebrafish embryo as an in vivo experimental model.

In this report, we investigated the photothermal ablation activity of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene as two novel MXene-based nanocomposites on the human cancer cell line (MCF7) and correlated between their photothermal activities and in vivo toxicity (using the zebrafish model), compared to the pure Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ MXene. Our two MXene-based nanocomposites demonstrated a reasonable in vitro PTT against the human breast cancer cells MCF7 and showed less in vivo toxicity than the pure MXene, indicating that our new MXene-based nanocomposites could be safer and more suitable than the pure Mxene for PTT applications.

Materials and methods {#S0002}
=====================

Chemicals {#S0002-S2001}
---------

Aluminum titanium carbide powder (Ti~3~AlC~2~, or MAX phase) was purchased from Carbon-Ukraine ltd. Hydrofluoric acid (HF, 48%) was supplied by Merck Schuchardt OHG, Germany. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was obtained from Honeywell Riedel-de Haën®, Germany. For Fe~3~O~4~ synthesis, FeCl~3~ powder, trisodium citrate, and ethylene glycol were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA. Sodium acetate was from Breckland Scientific Supplies, Stafford, United Kingdom. Ethanol absolute was supplied by Sisco Research Laboratories, Mumbai, India. The AuCl~4~ powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and NaBH~4~ fine granular solid was provided by Merck Schuchardt OHG, Germany for Au nanoparticles preparation. For the toxicity study, zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) embryos (AB) strains were used. 4-N,N-diethylaminobenzaldehyde (DEAB) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as a positive control in the acute toxicity assay. DEAB is an aldehyde dehydrogenase isoenzymes inhibitor that causes teratogenic and toxic effects. The E3 medium used for growth and nutrition was composed of sodium chloride, potassium chloride, magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, and calcium chloride dihydrate. Addition of phenylthiourea (PTU) to E3 media was utilized as a negative control. PTU was used to inhibit the formation of melanin in zebrafish embryos, which makes the embryos appear transparent, and thus easier for imaging. The 1X PTU working solution was prepared by adding 13.2 mL of egg water to 13.2 mL of PTU (60X) and add 40 µL of methylene blue and fill it to 1000 mL of water. For the in vitro photothermal tumor ablation studies, human breast cancer cells (MCF7) were purchased from American Type Culture Collection ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA. DMEM (Gibco® Laboratories, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) supplied with 10% FBS and 1% P/S (penicillin and streptomycin) was used to maintain the cells in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO~2.~ Almar blue cell viability reagent (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to assess cell viability following the kit protocol. Water was purified using a Milli Q system (Millipore, Molsheim, France).

Characterization and measurements {#S0002-S2002}
---------------------------------

The morphology of the synthesized materials was investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron microscope (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements. PAN analytical X-Ray diffractometer was equipped at room temperature to carry out XRD analysis of the prepared materials. This technique was operated with a Cu-Kα1 radiation source (λ=1.5405 Å), employing Bragg--Brentano geometry. It was performed at 45 KV, and 20 mA, and the results were obtained in a 2θ range from 2° to 50°, with a step size of 0.013°. NOVA NANOSEM 450 (N-SEM) was employed to study the composites morphology with a voltage of 500 V to 30 KV. Talos Transmission Electron Microscope (FEI) was used for TEM, operated at 200 KV and provided with a new Ceta 16 M camera that zooms from a large field of view to atomic scale. The as-prepared nanocomposites were sonicated for 2 hrs, and one drop of each solution was dispersed on a carbon-coated grid. After solvent evaporation, samples were processed in TEM. Microtrac NANOTRAC WAVE II particle size zeta potential analyzer was used for characterization of our materials to detect the size distribution as well as the aggregation pattern. About 6 DLS measurements were achieved, and the average size distribution was recorded. To study the magnetic properties of the prepared Fe~3~O~4~ NPs and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposite, DynaCool PPMS with the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer attachment was used in our experiment. DanioScope is a noninvasive video analysis tool used to investigate several parameters in zebrafish larvae such as chorion activity and morphology. This DanioScope was supplied from Noldus Information Technology Company. The source of NIR radiation was an 808 nm high power multimode pump laser (Shanghai Connet Fiber Optics Company), operated at different power density from 0 to 2 W cm^−2^. Vernier Go!Temp (Beaverton, Oregon, USA), a temperature probe, was used to measure the temperature of solutions upon irradiation with an 808-nm laser. Spectrophotometer (ELISA Reader, Epoch 2 Microplate Reader, Bio-Tek, US) was utilized to evaluate cell viabilities.

Synthesis of MXene-based nanocomposites {#S0002-S2003}
---------------------------------------

### Synthesis of Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ (MXene) {#S0002-S2003-S3001}

Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ (MXene) was prepared by etching of MAX phase using HF as previously described by Naguib et al[@CIT0012]. About 50 mL concentrated HF (48%) was added to 5 g Ti~3~AlC~2~ powder and stirred for 18 hrs at room temperature. After that, the reaction solution of etched MAX was diluted with 100 mL deionized water and centrifuged for 10 mins. The sediment was washed several times with deionized water until the pH of the supernatant is 5. The etched MAX is intercalated with DMSO for 24 hr and then delaminated by ultra-sonication under argon gas. The resulted solution was then centrifuged for 1 hr at 4°C to obtain the desired delaminated MXene solution.

### Synthesis of magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~) nanoparticles {#S0002-S2003-S3002}

The magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles were synthesized according to the referenced solve-thermal method.[@CIT0045] Ferric chloride (FeCl~3~) powder was subjected to a reduction reaction by the effect of ethylene glycol in the presence of trisodium citrate and sodium acetate. The resultant solution was inserted in stainless steel autoclave at 200°C for 10 hrs. Then, the precipitate of Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles was washed, sonicated, and collected by a strong magnet.

### Preparation of Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposite {#S0002-S2003-S3003}

MXene aqueous solution was mixed with the as-prepared magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles suspension in a ratio of 5:1 by weight, respectively. The mixture was ultra-sonicated for 2 hrs. Afterwards, centrifugation for 20 mins was employed, and the obtained supernatant was collected for characterization.

### In situ preparation of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposites {#S0002-S2003-S3004}

The deposition of Au nanoparticles on MXene or Fe~3~O~4~/MXene wad done following the procedure mentioned by Qi et al with modification.[@CIT0046] Briefly, 50 mg of AuCl~4~ was dissolved in 1 mL of deionized water followed by 50× dilution. The diluted solution was then added to either MXene or Fe~3~O~4~/MXene and sonicated for 2 hrs. Then, 1 mL of freshly prepared 1 M NaBH~4~ solution was added to the two sonicated mixtures, stirred overnight, and centrifuged for the preparation of (Au/MXene) and (Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) nanocomposites, respectively. Finally, the precipitate was washed twice by high-speed centrifugation and collected.

Acute toxicity studies using zebrafish embryos {#S0002-S2004}
----------------------------------------------

All zebrafish experiments were accomplished in accordance to national and international guidelines for the use of zebrafish in experimental settings and according to the animal protocol guidelines required by the Department of Research in the Ministry of Public Health, Qatar.[@CIT0047] About 150 embryos were taken to 12-well plates with 25 embryos per well. The first 6 wells were filled with 3 mL of PTU (served as negative controls) while the other wells were filled with different concentrations of DEAB (0.1, 1, 10, 100 µM, and 1 mM; served as positive controls), all dissolved with PTU to a total volume of 3 mL per well. After that, 200 embryos were transferred to another 12-well plate with 25 embryos in each well (8 wells) for treatment with different concentrations (0, 50, 100, and 200 μg/mL) of each nanocomposite (Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene). The two 12-well plates were then covered and left in the incubator for 24--96 hpf. The embryos were observed under the ZEISS SteREO Lumar.V12 microscope at 48, 72, and 96 hpf for any teratogenic effect including mortality, body deformity, escoliosis, pigmentation, yolk edema, heart edema, and movement defects. The photographs for teratogenic effects or embryos malformation were captured, and the results were recorded. More details about this part are included in [[Supplementary material](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=202208.pdf)]{.ul}.

In vitro photothermal tumor ablation examinations {#S0002-S2005}
-------------------------------------------------

### Cell culture {#S0002-S2005-S3001}

A confluent cell culture flask of human breast cancer cells (MCF7) was washed with PBS (pH=7.4) followed by trypsinization using 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (1× solution). The single cell suspension was counted and seeded in 96-well culture plates with a final concentration of 1×10^4^ cells/well in the supplemented DMEM. The cells were incubated and allowed to adhere overnight at 37°C and 5% CO~2~.

### Incubation of MCF7 cells with the as-prepared nanocomposites {#S0002-S2005-S3002}

The complete growth media of MCF7 seeded cells were changed the next day with fresh culture medium containing Au/MXene, Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composites (separately) with different concentrations (0, 50, 100, 200, and 400 μg/mL). The same procedure was followed with MXene material alone with concentrations of (0, 50, 100, and 200 μg/mL).

### Laser exposure and measurement of the percentage of cell viability {#S0002-S2005-S3003}

After 24 hrs of incubation, the cells were irradiated for 5 mins using 808-nm high power multimode pump laser (Shanghai Connet Fiber Optics Company) at different output power densities (0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 W cm^−2^). Finally, Alamar Blue reagent was added (10 µL/100 µL culture media in each well) and the plates were incubated at 37°C for 4 hrs. To evaluate cell viability, reading was performed using microplate reader at an excitation wavelength of 570 nm as previously described[@CIT0048] The results were expressed as the mean of cell viability percentage and normalized to the control (no laser-treated cells). Three replicates were done for each treatment group.

Statistical analysis {#S0002-S2006}
--------------------

Chi--square test was applied to calculate the significance between the percentages for the hatching rate. For the rest of the experiment, data were expressed as mean ± SD or SE, and statistical evaluation of significance was performed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey's test. Significant differences were calculated at (\*)=*p*\<0.05; (\*\*)=*p*\<0.01; (\*\*\*)=*p*\<0.001.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Morphological and dispersion properties of MXene-based nanocomposites {#S0003-S2001}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

XRD analysis was employed for MXene in addition to the fabricated Fe~3~O~4~ NPs+ and the nanocomposites (Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) as shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, SEM images of MXene, Fe~3~O~4~ NPs, the prepared hybrid of Fe~3~O~4~/MXene, as well as the two composites are illustrated in Supporting Information, Figures S1--S3. Figure 1XRD pattern for MXene, Fe~3~O~4~ NPs, Au/MXene, and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene.

TEM was used for characterization of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composites to investigate the presence of the attached nanoparticles on MXene surface. TEM images of the samples are presented in [Figures 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. The diameters of both Au and Fe~3~O~4~ NPs showed that loaded particles are in the nano size (from 5 nm or less up to 10 nm). Figure 2(**A**) TEM image for pure MXene, (**B**) TEM image for Au/MXene composite showing AuNPs on the surface of MXene sheets, (**C**) TEM image for Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composite showing AuNPs and Fe~3~O~4~ NPs on MXene surface, (**D**) high-resolution TEM image for Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposite showing two types of nanoparticles (Au and Fe~3~O~4~) with two different d-spacing values. **Abbreviations:** AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.

DLS was performed to detect the size distribution of pure MXene and the two prepared composites (Supporting Information, Figure S4). VSM was applied to demonstrate the magnetization of ferromagnetic materials such as the prepared Fe~3~O~4~ NPs and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composite under the effect of the applied magnetic field, as shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information.

Embryonic acute toxicity and teratogenicity analysis {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------

Acute toxicity assays were performed to investigate the toxicity of the as-prepared Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposites on survival and early developmental stages of zebrafish. In general, using living organisms in the early stages is favorable for investigating acute toxicity due to their higher sensitivity to toxicological agents, which means a more reliable determination of lethal and sublethal effects.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050] Zebrafish embryos were exposed to three different concentrations (50, 100, and 200 µg/mL) of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene from 24 to 96 hpf. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} represents the acute toxicity and teratogenicity analysis results measured at 96 hpf. [Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the normal development of the Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene-treated embryo groups when compared to the DEAB-treated positive (exhibited severe malformation and teratogenic effects). By using GraphPad Software, the LC~50~ value for DEAB was calculated to be 2.564 µM as shown in [Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. For DEAB, the no observed effect concentration (NOEC) scored below 20% at 1.0 µM for the mortality, while the low observed effect concentration (LOEC) scored \>30% at 10.0 µM for the teratogenic effect. The teratogenic phenotype analysis revealed that the Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene manifested almost no acute toxic or teratogenic effect on zebrafish embryos at all tested concentrations ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Both composites have no teratogenic ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) or mortality ([Figure 3D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) effects when compared to DEAB, which caused abnormal development, pigmentation defects, yolk sac edema, heart edema, and motility problems. For this reason, the NOEC, LOEC, and LC~50~ were insignificant and consequently cannot be calculated with the concentrations used in this study.Figure 3Acute toxicity and teratogenicity analysis for Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene using DEAB as a positive control and PTU as a negative control. (**A**) Acute toxicity pictures were taken at 96 hpf using stereomicroscope. (**B**) Cumulative mortality and LC~50~ calculation using GraphPad Software. (**C**) Teratogenic phenotype analysis at different concentrations of the synthesized nanocomposites. (**D**) Percentage survival curve after treatment with different contents of DEAB, Au/MXene, and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene. Percent survival was calculated at 96 hpf. Significant differences were calculated at (\*\*\*) = p \<0.001.

In vitro photothermal tumor ablation studies {#S0003-S2003}
--------------------------------------------

The photothermal performances of three prepared solutions of MXene, Au/MXene, and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene (200 µg/mL) were investigated via exposure of each solution to an 808 laser (power density=1.0 W/cm^2^) for 5 mins. As shown in Figure S6, the temperature exhibited a gradual increase to around 43.0°C and 39.3°C in the case of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene, respectively. On the other hand, it was noticed that the temperature elevation in pure MXene solution recorded higher temperature (≈46.8°C), exceeding those of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposites.

The photothermal conversion ability of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene was evaluated at the cell level using MCF7 breast cancer cell line (human breast adenocarcinoma cell line). After incubation with different concentrations of both nanocomposites (0, 50, 100, and 200 µg/mL) for 24 hrs, the cell viability was measured using Alamar Blue cell viability reagent. Relative cell viability was assessed with and without laser exposure. No obvious cytotoxicity was observed in the case of "No Laser" even at a high concentration indicating the high biocompatibility of both composites ([Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). To estimate the photothermal conversion (ablations) performance, the two nanocomposites were exposed to an 808-nm NIR laser (1.0 W/cm^2^). In the case of laser exposure for 5 mins, cell viability decreased gradually with increasing concentrations of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene ([Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we wanted to test whether tumor ablation ability of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene increases by increasing the power density of the laser diode. Therefore, photothermal therapeutic efficiency was investigated by the exposure one concentration of both nanocomposites (200 µg/mL) to 808-nm laser operated at various power densities (0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 W/cm^2^). As shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the ablation performance augmented in a dose-dependent manner with an increasing laser power intensity. Figure 4Relative viabilities of MCF7 cells after incubation with different concentrations of (**A**) Au/MXene and b) Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene, and MXene followed by NIR 808-nm laser irradiation at the power density of 1.0 W/cm^2^ for 5 mins. Data are represented as the mean ± SE for triplicates and normalized to the control (no laser-treated cells). The experiments were done in three different times, and similar results were obtained. Significant differences were calculated at (\*\*)=*p*\<0.01; (\*\*\*)=*p*\<0.001.Figure 5Relative viabilities of MCF7 cells after incubation with (**A**) Au/MXene and (**B**) Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene, and exposure to NIR 808-nm laser at different laser power densities for 5 mins. Data are represented as the mean ± SE for triplicates and normalized to the control (no laser-treated cells). The experiments were done in three different times, and similar results were obtained. Significant differences were calculated at (\*)=*p*\<0.05; (\*\*)=*p*\<0.01; (\*\*\*)=*p*\<0.001.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The overall synthesis of the two nanocomposites of (Au/MXene) and (Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) was accomplished as previously mentioned.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0045] For the fabricated nanocomposites, XRD was used to confirm the presence of Au NPs in Au/MXene composite and both AuNPs and Fe~3~O~4~NPs in Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composite ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The four characteristic peaks for Au NPs were observed in the two composite samples and can be ascribed to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) reﬂection planes of cubic structure of gold NPs and the obtained results were compared with the reference standard powder diffraction file of ICSD:52700, ICDD:00--004-0784, and ICDD:98--005-2700 which proves that particles obtained are gold nanoparticles.[@CIT0051] The observed six diffraction peaks for magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ in the 2θ range 20--80° could be described as the (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), and (440) reaction planes of the monoclinic structure of magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~).[@CIT0045],[@CIT0052]

Preparation of MXene nanoflakes was employed via etching of Ti~3~AlC~2~ (MAX phase), intercalation with DMSO, and delamination of the intercalated MXene solution. By comparison, SEM images imply the difference between the solid compact MAX powder and the loosely packed structure, which is the etched MAX (Supporting Information, Figure S1). The magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles were synthesized according to the referenced solvothermal method[@CIT0045] The as-prepared particles have a spherical shape and a nearly uniform size (Supporting Information, Figure S2). TEM images showed a uniform distribution of the nanoparticles as well as a coating of a large portion of Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ surface. To differentiate between Au and Fe~3~O~4~ NPs in the hybrid Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composite, high-resolution TEM was conducted to determine the d-spacing for each particle ([Figures 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Two different values were obtained and compared with the reference values for d-spacing of Au NPs and magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ NPs. In agreement with references, the d-spacing of the most intense diffraction peak (111) for Au NPs equals 1.62 Å[@CIT0051] while that of (311) peak for Fe~3~O~4~ NPs equals 2.5 Å according to the standard powder diffraction reference of ICSD:164814 and ICDD: 98--016-4814 for magnetite Fe~3~O~4~.

Generally, our initial findings of the embryonic toxicity revealed there were no significant developmental toxicity or lethal effects when zebrafish embryos were exposed to the as-prepared (Au/MXene) and (Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) nanocomposites. To explain, Au nanoparticles (present in both mixtures) were proven to be more biocompatible and less toxic when compared to other nanoparticles such as Ag or Pt.[@CIT0053],[@CIT0054] The reasonable explanation that was reported by Browning et al[@CIT0055] attributed this observation to the random Brownian diffusion of Au nanoparticles inside the embryo, which in turn resulted in the random accumulation of the nanoparticles in different parts. Consequently, this different distribution with various Au nanoparticles amount ended up to less alteration of embryonic morphology, development, and life span. The magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles are widely used because they can be easily functionalized besides their beneficial properties such as hydrophilicity, stability in aqueous suspensions, as well as their ability to bind to bioactive molecules.[@CIT0056] The reported mechanism for the potential impact of iron NPs is due to aggregation and sedimentation phenomenon, which means that the NPs will tend to agglomerate and settle down into the medium. As the zebrafish embryos are benthic organisms, the NPs sedimentation allows the direct contact between them. That is why the zebrafish embryos are a good model for assessment of iron NPs toxicity. Zhu et al[@CIT0057] revealed that nano-Fe~2~O~3~ delayed the hatching rate and caused developmental abnormalities, heart edema, and even mortality in some embryos. On the contrary, Piccinetti et al[@CIT0056] found that there was no tissue damage, and no significant effect on the survival rate and when compared the Fe~3~O~4~ NPs-treated embryos to the untreated control group. To our knowledge, this is the first study for assessment of Fe~3~O~4~ NPs when mixed with other nanomaterials. Our results showed that the mixture containing Fe~3~O~4~ NPs did not exhibit significant teratogenicity or lethal effects. One replicate group only showed some movement problems as presented in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.

Assessment of the potential toxicity is considered as a critical point when comparing our findings of acute toxicity study of both Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene composites with the recently published toxicity study of pure MXene using the same model[@CIT0058] which manifested that MXene has some teratogenic and toxicological effects starting from concentration of 100 µg/mL. The authors reported that the LOEC for MXene was at 100 μg/mL (with cumulative mortality at ≈21%). Moreover, the hypothetical LC~50~ should of our nanocomposites should be ≫ 1000 µg/mL while that of pure MXene, which was calculated in the same published study,[@CIT0058] was expected to be of 257.46 µg/mL, suggesting that Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene could be used as a surrogate for Mxene when PTT or any another in vivo biomedical application is needed. These findings are considered the evidence for the relative biocompatibility and safety of Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene when compared to pure MXene.

Dose-dependent responses, as well as power density-dependent responses, were investigated. As shown in [Figures 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the tumor ablation ability increases by increasing either the concentrations of the nanocomposites or the power density of the laser diode, respectively. The highest power density (1.5 W/cm^2^) caused the best cell killing due to enhanced photothermal activity and temperature increase. Both Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene exhibited efficient cell killing as they act as PTT agents.

Compared to pure MXene, Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposites showed reduced photothermal activity ([Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). The possible chemical explanation could be due to the integration of nanoparticles during reaction with MXene, which affect the nanostructure of ultrathin MXene sheets[@CIT0059] This effect was illustrated in our DLS results that showed an increase in the size distribution and higher aggregation after the integration of NPs to MXene. This size effect would influence the photothermal ability of the nanocomposites compared to MXene. However, the photothermal effect of both nanocomposites is still acceptable as PTT agents for cancer treatment in vitro. Additionally, the integration of magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ NPs in the Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposite adds an advantage as the magnetite Fe~3~O~4~ NPs are considered magnetic carriers that could be directed to a specific location in the body using the applied magnetic field as previously illustrated in magnetic hysteresis loop in the VSM test (Figure S5).[@CIT0060]

According to nano-toxicology basis,[@CIT0061],[@CIT0062] the addition of nanoparticles to MXene nanosheets might have changes directly related to the potential toxic effects. For instance, the integration of both Au NPs and Fe~3~O~4~ NPs could affect the ultrathin structure of MXene resulting in an alteration of Ti~3~C~2~T~x~ size and stacking of some layers. The resultant changes cause a relative increase in the size and consequently, less toxic effects. Second, it is observed from TEM images that surface of MXene are almost entirely coated with NPs, which means masking of surface charge and functional groups on the surface leading to lower toxicity ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Surface charge plays an essential role in nanomaterials toxicity as it can affect the adsorption of ions and biomolecules. Furthermore, modifying the surface charge or surface composition might influence the intracellular distribution and reduce reactive oxygen species production that causes further toxicity. Consequently, the undesired effects of nanomaterials could be mitigated by the incorporation of surface coatings.[@CIT0061] Compared to recently reported PTT nanoagents for tumor ablation which used the same cell model (MCF7), as presented in Table S1, Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene show acceptable cell killing in vitro along with high biocompatibility. To sum up, the as-prepared MXene-based nanocomposites are more suitable for in vivo application even at high concentration while MXene is restricted to specific concentration (100 µg/mL).

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In conclusion, this study aims to fabricate two novel MXene-based nanocomposites for biomedical application. Designed composites (Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene) were prepared, characterized, and tested for potential toxic effects on zebrafish embryos. Additionally, their photothermal activities were investigated. The toxicity results revealed no overall embryonic toxicity or teratogenicity effects for the nanocomposites even at high concentrations. Compared to the recently published toxicity study of MXene using zebrafish embryos, the reported Mxene toxicity study showed that MXene caused 21% mortality at a concentration of 100 µg/mL. Therefore, these nanocomposites are considered as practically harmless and surrogate materials for pure MXene. For cancer therapy, our findings were statistically approved and revealed efficient cell killing and photothermal activity for Au/MXene and Au/Fe~3~O~4~/MXene nanocomposites. Although MXene induced higher photothermal ability, high concentrations of both nanocomposites are less toxic than MXene according to the toxicity study results, which means they are more suitable nanomaterials for biomedical applications. These bio-applied nanomaterials are usually a balance between toxicity and biocompatibility.
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